Getting off to a good start: Frequently Asked Questions about Structured Synthetic Phonics Programs (SSPPs)

Throughout the year DSF staff members present workshops on a variety of Structured Synthetic Phonics Programs (SSPPs) — such as Letters and Sounds, Sounds–Write and Jolly Phonics. The selection of material is based on the available high-quality academic and practice-based research evidence underpinning these programs. The most successful intervention programs, such as Multi-Lit and Alpha to Omega, have been developed on a structured synthetic phonics model. During workshops, we are frequently asked questions about the logistics and practicalities of implementing a SSPP in classrooms, schools or as an intervention. We have compiled a list of our most frequently asked questions, along with some answers:

What does the term Synthetic Phonics mean?

Phonics simply refers to the predictable relationships linking speech sounds with written letters. It is a body of knowledge rather than a teaching ‘method’. Written English is an alphabetic language, which by definition means that the 44 sounds of English (phonemes) are represented by alphabet letters, either individually or in combination (graphemes). Phonics can be taught to students using a synthetic, analytic, or embedded approach.

Synthetic Phonics has been identified both here and overseas as the most successful approach to the teaching of reading and spelling. The ‘synthetic’ component reflects the practice of ‘synthesising’, or blending together. The ‘phonics’ part reflects the process of linking individual speech sounds (phonemes) to written symbols (graphemes). Essentially, when a child learns to read using Synthetic Phonics they learn to link letters to speech sounds and then blend these sounds together to read words. They also learn to separate (segment) words into their constituent sounds and link these sounds to letters in order to spell them.

We already have several synthetic phonic programs running in our school. Which one should our school use?

There are similarities across SSPPs so choosing the one for your school will depend on the teachers and students in your school community. Following the criteria for high quality phonic work listed below, and carefully considering your school context, are the keys to successfully implementing a SSPP across the school:

- The content of the program should be **systematic** and follow a carefully planned structure which introduces the 44 sounds of English and their corresponding letters in a clear logical **sequence**, which is carried over from one year to the next.

- A synthetic phonics program is **cumulative** and builds on students’ previous learning to ensure progress and intentionally moves from teaching simple to more complex content.

- **Blending** and **segmenting** are explicitly taught as the key skills used to decode when reading and encode when spelling words.

- Each lesson should include **multisensory** activities to optimise learning.

- Both **reading** and **spelling** should be targeted and students should be given the opportunity to apply their knowledge – writing simple sentences and reading decodable material.

It is critical that you:

- use just one program,
- deliver it systematically, as per the program’s guidelines, and
- select a sequence and follow it with fidelity.
Effective teachers select and use one program rather than using components of two or three different programs. Cherry picking from a range of SSPPs is likely to hinder the students' progress and create gaps in knowledge. Additional resources, both commercial and teacher-made, can certainly be introduced, but it is important to adhere to one particular structure and sequence.

When should our school start using and implementing a SSPP? What's the best way to do this?

It is generally suggested that the introduction of a phonics sequence should occur in Pre-primary. Children turning 5 years of age have the capacity to begin learning the letter-sound relationships that underpin English spelling and reading. Children begin with the initial code – single letter / sound relationships – and then move on to digraphs and more complex letter sound relationships, such as /ch/, /sh/ and /gh/. In the case of the Letters and Sounds program, it is advisable to commence Phase One in Kindergarten as it focuses entirely on oral language activities. The activities from Phase One can also be used as warm-ups or introductions to lessons in Pre-primary and throughout the primary years. Phase Two of Letters and Sounds, which introduces the initial phoneme-grapheme relationships, can be started in term 2 of Pre-primary as can the sequences in programs such as Jolly Phonics and Sounds–Write.

The most effective way for a school to implement a whole school SSPP is to plan across the junior years, from Kindergarten through to year 3. Identify who will teach each part of the program and in which years this will occur. The school’s administration staff or literacy leaders are probably best placed to do this. It is also suggested that SSPPs be used in the middle to upper primary (and even lower secondary) years as an intervention program for small groups of students who have fallen behind. It is essential that a SSPP forms part of the whole school’s literacy policy or curriculum (see diagram on following page).

Is it OK to change the specified sequence of letters within a particular program?

All SSPPs introduce letters in a sequence starting with the most commonly used sounds in English and include letters that can easily be combined into VC and CVC words (eg. ‘at’ and ‘sit’). As a consequence, many of the sequences ‘look’ similar, frequently starting with the letters ‘s’ ‘i’ ‘t’ ‘m’ ‘a’ and ‘p’ or ‘s’ ‘a’ ‘t’ ‘p’ ‘f’ and ‘n’. The research evidence suggests that there is no specific sequence that can be considered ‘the best’, rather that once a sequence is selected, it should be adhered to with fidelity. Given that it is essential that students be given the opportunity to apply their knowledge of phonics in both reading and writing, many schools adapt an existing program to reflect the sequence in the decodable readers they have access to (for example the sequence in the Dandelion Readers). Some SSPPs have an associated set of reading books and activity books and this means there is no need to alter the sequence. In other cases some changes to the sequence are necessary to ensure that children are reading material that includes only the phoneme-grapheme relationships that have been taught.

Where do I start my class using a SSPP?

Most SSPPs have placement tests or screening tools that identify at which point a program should be started. The capacity to orally blend and segment are important pre-literacy skills and these are often included in a program’s screening tool (e.g. Letters and Sounds – Progression in Phonics Screen). Analysis of whole class data on placements tests also assists in planning for differentiation and catering for the diverse needs of every class. Guided Reading groups can be an effective way to focus on students who may have different starting points.

If I am introducing new sounds and letters at which point do I introduce letter names?

Knowledge of letter names is an important predictor of reading and spelling success. Developing a strong awareness of both the letter names, and the sounds they represent, is an important step towards strong literacy skills. Many children begin learning letter names before they arrive at school and it is appropriate to recognise and encourage this knowledge. It is, however, important to point out to children that letter names do not really tell us about the ‘job’ that letters do – in the same way that people’s names don’t tell us much about their jobs. That is, letter names do not tell us the function of letters in words. Ideally, children should know all their letter names by the end of pre-primary so playing ‘alphabet’ games and learning alphabet songs and stories is important. At the same time there should be a strong emphasis on the sounds we make when we speak, beginning with the initial sounds in words and then moving on to the capacity to orally blend and segment all the sounds in simple words. In the early stages of a SSPP the focus is very much on the sounds, rather than the letter names, but once digraphs are introduced it is essential that children can use letter names in the descriptions of letter combinations. For example, we combine the letter ‘s’ and the letter ‘h’ to create the /sh/ sound – not the sound /s/ and the sound /h/.
I have a diverse class of students and I’m not sure if they would cope with such a fast rate of introduction of sounds and letters. What could I do?

SSPPs introduce sounds and letters at a brisk pace and generally students learn, on average, about 3 or 4 graphemes per week. The benefit of this is that it allows children to practise using their newly learned phoneme-grapheme correspondences, and to apply their developing skills of blending and segmenting to reading and spelling almost immediately. This fast paced introduction often causes teachers concern, especially for those who have high cohorts of students with English as an Additional Language or Dialect (EAL/D) and for those who experience high absentee rates among their students. To address this, after four days of lessons (Monday – Thursday), build in one lesson a week for review and revision. Ideally this would be a Friday. In your longer term planning, intentionally add in one full week of revision and review every two to three weeks. This gives the teacher ample opportunity to spend extra time with the students who need it most and allows for extra practice and further opportunity for application of new knowledge and skills to reading and writing tasks for other students.

If I am teaching phonics every day how do I teach phonics within my literacy session?

An explicit phonics lesson should consist of approximately 20-30 minutes per day and should be taught discretely as a separate lesson with opportunities for children to practise and apply their new knowledge. Both reading and spelling skills should be taught as new phonic knowledge is introduced. The Letters and Sounds program follows a Review → Teach → Practise → Apply → Review format for each lesson as in the table below. Equally important is that any SSPP is part of a broad, rich literacy curriculum that includes high quality literature (see diagram on opposite page). In addition, the inclusion of multi-sensory activities where children can blend and segment using magnetic letters and tiles on small whiteboards is an excellent way to engage multiple senses and make learning to read and spell fun.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Review</th>
<th>Activate prior knowledge / review previously taught phoneme-grapheme relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teach</td>
<td>Teacher demonstrates and models the new knowledge or skill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practise</td>
<td>Teacher and students work together where you provide scaffolding and guidance (this may take multiple lessons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply</td>
<td>Students complete tasks and activities independently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Teacher checks for understanding to ensure teaching goal has been achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Structured Synthetic Phonics as a component of a high quality early literacy program

**VOCABULARY**
- explicit teaching of vocabulary
- tier two words* – frequent oral exposures (both teachers and students say the word often – in activities / discussion)
- use student-friendly definitions
- begin with text-based context / expand to alternate contexts
- select words with depth and wide application
- active learning (not reliant on dictionary)

*tier two words are used by mature language users and include multi-syllabic words (eg. Latin and Greek) often found in written text (eg. instruction / remarkable)

**READING COMPREHENSION**
- begins with oral language comprehension (LC)
- requires accurate/fluent reading (at which time: RC = LC)
- RC strategies can be taught from an early age:
  - comprehension monitoring;
  - cooperative learning;
  - graphic and semantic organisers;
  - question answering and generating;
  - story structure; summarisation;
  - vocabulary and syntax knowledge.

**STRUCTURED SYNTHETIC PHONICS**
- Daily (25 - 30 mins) – delivered at a brisk pace
  - Discrete sessions (not imbedded in other activities or incidental)
  - Teach phoneme-grapheme relationships explicitly (do not leave to chance)
  - Pre-determined sequence (important to adhere to sequence with fidelity)

**HANDWRITING**
- teach explicitly from an early age and continue until students are fluent, legible and rapid
- use multi-sensory strategies
- teach appropriate grip
- accurate letter formation
- use aids if necessary (grips, pencils, paper)

**GRAMMAR**
- includes syntax (rules of sentence structure) and morphemic (rules of word structure) knowledge
- explicit teaching of syntax (in context)
- teach sentence structure – simple sentence / build to more complex
- increase sophistication and specificity of language (eg. use of adjectives, adverbs, clauses, alternate nouns and modifiers)
- use multi-sensory teaching strategies

**LITERATURE**
- frequently read more complex text, both fiction and non-fiction, out loud to students of all ages
- model enthusiasm for literature, questioning techniques and comprehension monitoring
- expose students to a wide range of text types – including: narrative, imaginative, persuasive and informative
- explore conventions of print, different authors and illustrators, themes, use of literary devices
- link to vocabulary, comprehension, phonic knowledge and writing

**WRITING**
- opportunities to ‘talk’ the text prior to writing
- modelled writing
- shared / guided writing
- independent writing
- short and pacey sessions
- address structure, syntax and spelling
- model – how to plan and write simple and then more complex sentences
- explicitly teach how to plan and write simple and then more complex narrative, informative and persuasive text
- ample opportunity to practise prior to independent writing